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I. INTRODUCTION

The necessity to solve earth-bound socio-economic problems not

withstanding, fu ture directions in space technology may turn

towards large-scale utilization, and perhaps colonization, of near-ear th

space. Indeed, if the concept of collection and transmission-to_ earth of

solar power in space (powe r satellite concept) proves feasible, the solution

of ear th-bound socio-economi c problems may actually lie in the full exploi-

tation of space technology. While the economic feasibility of large-scale

space systems will not concern us here , we would like to point out tha t

the architectural design of such large-scale systems must take into account

not only the efficient functi oning of their primary mission objectives , but

also their influence upon the operations of other space systems. Since the

space environment is tenuous , we find, by analysis of the space transpor-

tation requirements , tha t such large-scale space systems may severely

alter the environment in which other space systems operate . To put it

more succinc tly, the architectural design of large space systems must

take into account the inte raction among space systems as a major design

element.

All large-scale space missions of prolonged dura tion require

transpor tat ion of large payloads from low -earth parking orbit , where

orbi tal decay due to atmosphe ric drag is prevalent, to final orbit where

the absence of atmos pheric dra g pe rmits prolonged operation. Quite

obviously, saving s of propellant mass for transportat ion of lar ge payloads

from low-earth orbit to fina l orbit is a primary design conside ration since

- - ‘i ~
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storage and transportation of p ropellant mass are at the expense of

pay load mass. This design element limits the space transportation

system to high specific impulse eng ines which achieve a given pro pulsion

requirement with low er propellant mass by increasing the exhaust velocity.

in current  technology, such high specific impulses are achieved by accel-

eration of an ion beam by an elec t ric field, hence the names ion-engine

and electric thruster . Small-scale ope rations of such ion engines in earth

and space applications have been effected , although da ta on large-scale

ope rations are yet to be obtained . While secondary desi gn changes in

technology of such ion engines will inevitably occur (some of these will be

discussed in Section II), it is perhaps safe to assume at present that some

for m of beam-plasma engine will be the primary candidate for space trans-

portation of the future . Thus , unde r very general assumptions , we can

pose the following problem: What are the changes of the near-ear th  space

environment induced by injection of very lar ge quantities of propellant ions

in the form of beam-plasma exhaust? In this pape r , our primary purpose

is to raise the systems-designers ’ awareness of the question rather than

to offe r complete solutions to the problems which we identified , although

such solutions are presently under investigation.

In Sec t ion II, a general beam-plasma emission model of space

transport  systems usi ng electric propulsion is discussed. Thrust pa rameters

characterist ic of beam-plasma emissions for the solar power satellite are

treated as the nominal example, while parameters for other large-scale

missions may be appropriately scaled to the nominal case . In Section III,

the major physical in teraction of the beam-plasma exhaust with the ambient

-6-
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magnetospheric-ionospheric plasma and with the Earth ’s magnet ic field is

discussed. The comparison and modeled interaction of the exhaust pla sma

with the natural ambient plasma in the plasmasphe re reveals the true

magnitude of space environmental modification s induced by such large sca le

sy s tems . In Section IV , we use the result s of Sections II and III to consider

the effects upon the ope rations of other space systems such as interference

effec t s of modified airgiow on Earth sensors , modification of radiation belt

dosage environment and communication signal scintill at ion p roblems due

to beam-plasma interactions.

Technically, ou r consideration raises more questions than it answers;

howeve r, it is precisely the raising of such ques tions which emphasi zes that

large-scale utilization of space, as well as space colonization, requires

• that the design include considerations of the interactions between the

functions of different space systems.

-7-
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U. ION EXHAUST EMISSION MODEL

Propulsion requirements of large space systems (By er s and

Rawlin, 1976; Stearns , 1976) usually settles on the most economical

operation plan of payload boosting into low earth-orbit by chemical

rockets and subsequent orbit transfer into deep-space final orbit by

the use ofhig h specific -impulse ion engines. The impact of chemical

propellants upon the atmosphere and lower ionosphere is itself a pro-

blem of considerable interest (Mendillo et al ., 1975), but it will not

concern us here since we shall be conce rned exclusively with the ion exhaust.

The ion engine achieves reduction of orbit transfe r propellant

requirements by ionization and subsequent acceleration by an electr ic

field of the propellant mass in the form of an ion beam. The current

technology of ion engine s is still evolving (Kauff man, 1974); however ,

it is by now fair ly firm that the most economical and environmentally

harmless propellant is argon.

In this paper , we shall assum e a nominal argon ion engine operating

at an ion temperature of l000°K and at a beam current density of

2. 5 x 10 2 Amp/cm2 (Byers and Rawlin, 1976) or 1.6 x 10 17 Ar + /cmZ

Sec. The streaming speed of the exhaust beam is 60 km/sec for a

nominally assumed specific impulse of .~- 6000 sec. Thus , the ion beam

exhaust is a very dense , but fairly cool plasma whose streaming kinetic

energy ~ 500 eV (corresponding to 60 km/sec Ar+ ions) far exceeds

the thermal energy. Those readers familiar with plasma physic s will

note that such a plasma In the absence of external devices , as the beam

~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ _ _
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exhaust will be , is highl y un s table since the free s treaming ene rg y is

available for conversion into thermal or othe r forms of bound energy.

As will be noted in a later section, bea m-plasma inte ractions will be a

principal impact; however , the truly sta ggering scale of that impact can

only be appreciated if we consider the total amount of propellants re quired

for such large-scale space systems. Figure 1 shows the relationship

between payload mass and argon propellant mass needed to transport  the

pay load from low earth orbi t (350 km altitude) to synchronous altitude

with an accompanying orbital plane change of 28. 5°. Obviousl y, the

amoun t of propellant required for a given pay load depend s on the ion-beam

streaming speed. For a minimum Sola r Power Satellite pay load of about

kg, it will be necessary to expend 106 kg of argon propellant (Byers

and Rawlin, 1976), which is 1.5 x ~~31 Ar+ ions. By contrast, the

total content of the natural plasmasphere and ionosphere above 500 km is
1 . • .4 x 10 ions and the entire globa l content of the ionosphere below 500 km

is io~~ - 10~~ ions. As is well known, the densities for the above regions

are of the order of 10-100 cm 3 and are entirely of te r res t r ia l  origin.

Therefore, the total number of argon ions injected into the ionosp here

and plasmasphere during a single nominal large-scale space mission is

comparable to the total content of the ionosphere and magnetosphere .

We realize that the above contras t, while staggering, is somewhat

mi sleadin g because both the time scales of ion injection and the time

sc a les of ion loss are crucial fac tors in de terming the extent of environ-

mental modification. While detailed modelling studies in this area are

presently underway, the basic physical processes of the ion emission

model ca n be discussed with some degree of quantification. The exhai~~t

-10-
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de position rate in terms of the fraction p. of t ransportat ion mission

time , which Is nominally 6-9 months for the Solar Power Satellite , as

a function of geocentric radius R is shown on Figure 2 . Thus , 80% of

the total propellant content is released in the plasma sphere , R/R E ~

where the magnetic field is dipole-like and the ions are not subject to

loss induced by the magnetospheric convection electric field. The

number of Ar+ ions released at a given geocentric distance for a pay-

load mass of ~~~ kg is shown on Figure 3; for comparison, the number

of ambient electrons lying within a flux shell of thickness equal to twice

the argon ion gyroradius at the given distance R is also shown. Figure

4 shows a similar comparison of the energy content for the same emis-

sion configuration; the ambient electrons are assumed to be at 2000°K.

Hence, on the scale of a local magnetic flux shell instead of on the scale

of total global content, the energy released into the ionosphere and plasma- 
•

sphere still dominates the ambient energy content.

The comparisons of local, instead of global, injection rates with

the contents of the ambient environment presages environmental modi-

fica t ion , but it is still not qualitatively conclusive beca u se the loss

rates of the injecte-~ ior ~s must also be considered. Charged par ticles

in the ionosphere  and pl a : n~asphere gyrate about the magnetic field and

are not los t to the atr.-.os phere even though they may have a high velocity .

They are lost to the magnetosphere if they become neutralized , sin ce

neutral particle motion is not confined by the Earth’s dipolar magnetic

field. The loss of an energetic Ar+ ion by charge exchange Interaction

-12-
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with an ambient neutral particle takes place in the lower Ionosphere

where the neutral density is high. The exact rate and manner of Ar+

precipitation into the atmosphere requires a quantitative modelling ef-

fort which is currently underway. Briefly, the ar gon ion beam used

for orbit transfer operations near the equatorial plane emerges from

the spacecraft engine with streaming direction primarily per pendicula r

to the magnetic field ( 90° pitch-angle). Figure 5 shows the loss-cone

angle (Luhmann and Vampola, 1977) , i.e. equatorial pitch-angle less

than which a particle will mirror at lower than 100 km altitude. Hence ,

there is very little direct loss of beam ions except in the ionosphere, al-

though it is unlikely that those ions injected initially with pitch-angles

outside of the loss-cone will retain pitch-angles near 90°. This is be-

cause an ion bea m inj ected perpendicular to the magnetic field is sub-

jec tcd to the cross-field current-driven instability, which will be con-

sidered in a later section. Since such an instability causes the plasma

Pa rt icle pitch-angle to be sca tt er ed , we expect a portion of the ini-

tial 500 eV Ar + ions will be pr ecipitated into the atmosphe re. Based

on the assumption that the instability causes the beam ion pitch-angles

to become isotropic in 100 beam diameters , well above the instability

spati al growth length , we estimate that the precipitation current of the

ini tial 500 eV beam ions is

• 1 2 . 2  + 2J �  10 sin a L l  Ar /cm sec;

-16-
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where 
~L 

is the loss-cone angle at a given equatorial distance L = R / RE,
as given by Figure 5. In contrast, a typical auroral current density is

i o8 
- I O~ electrons/ cm~ sec , although auroral elec trons have somewhat

higher energy. Since large-payload space transports will involve thousands

of ion engines opera t ing simultaneously, the additiona l airgiow induced by

the precipitation current is not negligible. For the nominal Solar Power

Satellite described above , approximately 10 00 ion engines of the above

nominal performance will be required.

From Figure 5, we note that the vas t maj ori ty of bea m ions inj ected

at higher L are not precipitated. For these ions, long range Coulomb

collisions with ambient electrons quickly degrades the 500 eV streaming

energy to the ambient energy (—. 5 eV) without causing substantial changes

in pitch-angle because these Coulomb collisions are primarily fo rward

scatterings. Although the streaming energy of the trapped beam-ions

de g rades quickly, these ener gy-degraded ions are not physically lost f r o m

the plasmasphere until they are neu t ralized b y charge exchange interaction.

Figure 6 shows that the charge exchange lifetime for Ar + in the plasma-

sphere (L� 2) is of the order of 100 hours, comparable to the average

dura tion between magne tospheric substorms which typically defines the

lifetimes of the natural magentospheric plasma, but considerably longer

than the theimalization lifetimes due to Coulomb collisions. Thus, for the

duration of the large-scale space mission , the plasmasphere and upper

ionosphere is modified b y a steady source of Ar + ions about equal to the

global and local contents of these regions , but the energy content of these 
•

regions will increase by one or two orders of magnitude over the natural

environment.

- 18-
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Figure 6 Comp arison of char ge exchange and coulomb lifetimes of Ar +

ions at various geocentric distances in the equatoria l plane. The

charge exchan ge cross section used in the calculat ion of the life-

time was measu red by Gilbody et al (1965). The pla srn apa use is

assumed to occur at 4 R e.
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Ill. PLASMASPHERE MODEL WITH ARGON

In an earlier report, Chiu et al. (1978) introduced an equilibrium

model of the natural plasmaspheric composition and density in the region

• bounded by the 500 km altitude level and the dipole field line L = 5. This

fl uid-equation model included the effects of density and compositional

distribution due to the gravitational field, the ambipolar diffusion electric

field , rotation , and the inhomogeneous dipole magnetic field. The boun -

dary conditions for the model consisted of the density and composition at

the 500 km level , and a temperature distribution based on satellite measure-

ments. According to satellite measurements, the temperature distribution

of the plasma sphere depends on the magnetic invariant latitude and the dis-

tance along a magnetic field line. Using these phenomenological inputs, the

model is able to generate plasmaspheric composition and density in agree-

ment with the totality of satellite and ground -based measurements .

In this section, we shall use this model of the natural plasrnasphere

to assess the effects of injecting large amounts of argon ions into the plasma-

sphere. We note at the outset that our considerations here use the simpler

time-independent equilibrium model described above (Chiu et al., 1978),

whereas a thorough investigationmust also consider the effects of plasma -

spheric modification during the build—up and decay phases as well . For

this reason, our results here are not meant to be taken without reservation.

Detailed time-dependent studies are currently underway.

-21-
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The spa tial distribution of argon ions at the instant of their

expulsion from the orbit-transfer vehicles was discussed In the preceding

section. As has been discussed , the ion beam is unstable to an ion

acoustic instability when injection is directed perpendicula r to the ambient

magnetic field (Barrett et al., 1972). It is believed that this instability

will introduce a practicafly isotropic distribution of argon ions into the

plasmaspheric flux tubes before thermalization. Because the bulk of the

particles will be found outside of the atmospheric loss cone, the fate of

these ions initially depends on their interactions with the other plasma-

sphere constituents. The comparison described in Fig. 6 indicates tha t

the argon ions in the equatorial plane will thermalize by Coulomb collisions

on a time-scale much shorter than their time-scale for removal by charge

exchange with ambient hydrogen atoms. Consequently, the argon will not

escape confinement by the local magnetic field. The important implication

of this result is that the heat deposited as kinetic energy of the argon

effluen t is redistribu ted among the ambient plasmasphere ions on a time-

scale of hours. Thus, the argon ions heat the natural plasmaspheric ions

as the y come into thermal equilibrium with the ambient population.

In the forementioned model of the natural plasma sphere, Chiu et al.,

• . . • . + + +(1 978) included the xna~or ionic constituents 0 , H and He . For the

purpose of the present stud y, the relatively minor constituent He+ was

neglected and a singly ionized argon component was introduced. The

amount of Ar+ at the 500 km boundary was nominally set equal to either

the natural concentrations of oxygen or hydrogen. This is strictly a

-22-
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simplif ying assumption based on the observation that the total content of

injected argon is approximately equal to the natural  plasmaspheric content.

To be more precise, we need to improve our model to include time depen-

dence in order to stud y the behavior of the boundary conditions . The

thermal impact of the injection of the 500 eV ions is incorporated into the

model by increasing the overall temperature (see equation 2) b y factors of

2- 8. Thus , the si tuation under consideration is represented by an equili-

brium, heated plasmasphere with a specific argon ion concentration in the

ionosphere.

Figure 7 shows both the equatorial ion density dis tributions and

the distributions along the L = 4 dipole fi eld line for the natural plasma-

sphere described by Chiu et al. , (1978) . The changes resulting from the

addition of suprathermal Ar + ions are iUustrated by Figs . 8 and 9. In

Fig. 8 the redistribution of the equatorial densities is show n for several

• temperature structures and ionospheric concentrations . The corresponding

density distributions along the field line L = 4 are shown in Fig. 9. Both

Fig. B and Fig. 9 indicate that the total number density will increase at

all altitudes compared to the natural plasn-ia sphere . However , for  the

natu ral plasma sphere , H+ is the dominant ion above 2000 km altitude ,

whi le the addi t ion of substantial hea t by the Ar + ions can drive 0+ in to

the hig her re gions of the plasmasphere. The 0+ becomes less earthbound

through the combined effec t of the scale hei ght increase and the ambi polar

diffusion elect ric field . One is consequently faced with the prospect of

evaluating the impact of a heated oxygen plasmaspherc containing substantial

amount s of Ar+ at topside ionospheric altitudes.
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Figure 7 a) Equatorial ion density distributions and b) density distri-

bution along the L = 4 dipole field line for the natural plasma -

sphere model of Chiu et al (1978). In both panels , the dashed

curves refer to 0+, the solid curves refer to H+ and the curves

with long and short dashe s refe r to He +.
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Figure 9 Field line dist ributions (L 4) for the models shown in Fig. 8.
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IV. IMPACT ON SPAC E SYSTEMS

a. Effects on Atmospheric Op-ical Sensing Sy stems

Space-based optical sensors that peer at or through the earth ’s

atmosphere for  meteorolo gical, scientific, or earth-resource ap-

plications are widely used at the current time, and p rognos t ications

indicate even furt her exploitation of remote sensing techniques in the

near future. The interpretation of data from such systems must , of

course, take into consideration the optical emissions that emanate from

the atmosphere itself, for many if not most applications the atmo-

spheric emissions represent an unavoidable background against which

measurements must be made . Quit e understandably, any changes in

the background would have impact on the performance of such systems

via their effect on data analysis and interpretation. In cases of extreme

changes in the back ground it is not inconceivable that sensor desi gn modi-

fica tions might be required.

— In this section we shall explore the possibilities of changes n the

emission spectrum of the atmosphere stemming from the introduction

of Ar + ions in to the ionosphere and the concomitant modification of

the thermal budget of the ionosphere as described earlier. Basically,

we need only consider sub-auroral latitudes since , as discussed pre-

viously, the bulk of the ion-engine propellant will be released within

the plasmasphere (L~~4). In addition, we shall confine the discussion

to processes that occur at altitudes above about 100 km as it appears
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unlikely that ion-eng ine eff luent s would have much impact below that

height.

In the unperturbed sub-auroral region of the upper atmosphere

the optical emissions are called collectively “the airglow , ” and t hey

range in wavelength from the extreme ultraviolet to the far  inf rared .

These radiations, which are comprised mainly of lines and bands of

atomic and molecular oxyg en and nitrogen , nitric oxide , and hydrogen,

are produced by various processes such as resonant and f luorescent

scattering of sunlight , photoelectron excitation, and chemical inter-

action. It is instructive at this point to distinguish between photoelec-

trons in the ionosphere, which are the immediate product of the photo-

ionization of neutral atmospheric particles , and the ambient electron

gas , which is the ensemble of electrons that have reached thermal equi-

libriu m. Photoelectrons are the more energetic of the two populations,

capable even of producing fu r ther  ionization, whereas the thermal elec-

trons in the present undisturbed ionosphere have energies only of the

order of a few tenths of an electron volt .

In the scenario of the ion-engine pertu rbed ionosphere , the photo-

electron ener gy distribution will be unaffected (since it results from the

interaction of sola r extreme ultraviolet photons and neutral gas particles),

but the mean thermal electron energy will be higher as a result of the

thermalization of the 500 eV Ar + effluents.  In accordance with the pre-

vious sections, we shall assume the new equilibrium state to be reprc-

sented by 5 eV electrons.
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Two distinct disturbance phenomena need to be considered: ( 1)

those associated with the transient precipitation of 500 eV ar gon ions

into the upper atmosphere (see Section II), and (2) those associated

with the new equilibrium state characterized by 5 eV thermal elec-

trons.

The first  case involves a process that is not common in the

unpertu rbed subauroral atmosphere: heavy particle bombardment .

Precipitation of heavy particles is usually reserved only for the high-

latitude region; even then the particles (protons) are not as massive

as argon ions. The precipitation of 500 eV argon ions will produ ce

emissions from the second positive system of N 2 and the f i r s t  negative

system of N~ (Liu and Broida, 1970), both of which lie in the ultra-

violet. From the expression for the precipitating Ar + flux given in

Section II and the variation of the loss cone as a function of L shown

in Fig. 5, it is easy to see that the precipitation of Ar + will decrease

rap idly as the spiraling spacecraft moves to higher and higher L-values.
+Using the total charge transfer cross section for Ar on N 2 (Hedrick

et al. , 1977) and the cross section for the reaction leading to N2 and

band emission (Liu and Broida, 1970, and assuming that this cross

sect ion does not change significantly between 500 and 900 eV), we ca lculate

that the intensity of the emission ranges from 5 to 0. 1 kR (kilorayleighs)

for L-values between 1.25 and 4, respectively. For comparison, the

normal day glow intensity in these bands is of the order of 1 kR.
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Since this first  case involves 500 eV argon ions which are pre-

cipi tat ed di r ect ly f rom the ion beam before thermalization , a moving

region of emission stimulated by precipitating Ar + will essent ia lly track

the foot of the field line that connects to the spacecraft in the equatorial

plane.

Let us next consider the modif yin g ef f ec t s of the new equilib r ium

state. If the total electron content and its altitude distribution are changed ,

thi s will , of cour se , affect the airg low processes. However, a quantitative

description of the results is not possible without a detailed model of the

“new ” ionosphere. Hence , we shall defer such discussions. We can,

however , pursue in general terms the ramifications of the increase in

the main thermal electron energy of from 0. 2 eV to 5 eV.

The most important consequence appears to be the enhancement

of the well-known atomic oxygen lines at 5577 A and 6300 A. The ‘S and
states of atomic oxygen , which lie at about 4 and 2 eV , respectively,

above th e g round state and give rise to the aforementioned lines , can

easily be excit ed by the 5 eV thermal electrons. Under “normal” (pre-

sent-time) conditions these lines originate from photoelectron impact

and ion-chemical processes, the 0. 2 eV thermal electrons lacking suf-

ficient energy to create the parent state in atomic oxygen.

Electronic excitation of N2 will not be possible since the first

level above the ground state requires -. 6, 2 cV for excitation. However,
vibrational levels of the ground state can be easily excited , and this may

-30-
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indirectly affect the airglow phenomenology throu gh the following se-

quence: (1) vibrationally excited N 2 reac ts more readily with 0+ to

form NO+; (2) N0+ dissociatively recombines rapidly with electrons

leading to an excited nitrogen atom; ( 3) the nit rog en atom radiates at

0

5200A.

In a similar context , the presence of therrnalized argon ions

may also modif y the airglow intensity because they react efficiently

with N
2 
and 0

~ 
in charge exchanging processes:

Ar + + N 2~~.A r + N~ (1)

Ar+ + Ar + O~ (2)

Process ( 1) is followed by

N + 0_ . NO+ + N

which is sufficiently exotherrnic to electronically excite either pro-

duc t. P rocess ( 2 ) is immediately followed by the dissociative recom-

bination reaction

0~ + e — .  0 + 0

in which one or both of the oxygen atoms may be excited and capable

of radiating at either 5577 A or 6300 A.
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In summary, It is seen that there is great potential for modification
of the airgiow that m a y  have impact on optical sensor sy stems .
In pa rticular , directly precipitated 500 eV Ar+ ions stimulate N2 airgiow
emissions at a level comparable to the natural level and thermalized 5 eV
ambient electrons of the modified ionosphere may greatly enhance atomic
oxygen airg low, which under natural circumstances are stimulated by low
fluxe s of photoelectrons, whose energy spectrum is ma inl y domina ted by
electrons with energies below a couple of elec t ron volts . In addition , the
ener gy cascade into the 100 km region may also stimulate increased molecular
air giow at infrared frequencies .
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b. Ring-Current and Radiation-Belt Effects

The widespread use of ion engines in space carries certain 1mph -

cations for the high-energy ( E  ~ 10 keV ) particles that populate the earth’s

magnetosphere. The effects of ion engines on such high-energy populations

are necessarily indirect, since the injected argon ions have energies of at

most 500 eV. The high-energy particles, however , are subjec t to the

magnetosphe r ic environment, and the level of such turbulence may possibly

be enhanced or reduced by the addition of argon ions from a space engine .

It is customary, for both kinematical and dynamical reasons , to

di stinguish between particles having E -.10 - 100 keV and those having

E ~ 100 kcV. The former are known as ring-current particles , since

they account for the major share of diamagnetic distu rbances observable

with low-latitude magnetometers at the earth’s surface. The latter are

known as radiation-belt particles, since they account for most of the radia-

tion damage to hardened spacecraft. The ring current and the radiation

belt s consist of elect rons , protons , and heavie r ions trapped in the earth’ s

magnetic field. Such particles obey the law s of adiabatic charged-particle

motion in the first approximation , and their iso -intensity profiles are

toroidal in shape (e. g . ,  White, 1966).

The ring current and radiation belt s are populated with energetic

V par ticles by virtue of the dynamical interaction between the earth’ s magneto-

sphere and the solar wind. They are depleted of such part icles mainly by

interaction with plasma turbulence, which tends to violate the adiabatic
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invarlant s of charged-particle motion. Such violation allows particles to

escape confinement by the earth ’s magnetic mirror and to precipitate (I. e.,

deposit their energy) in the earth’ s atmospher e and ionosphere. However ,

the interaction of geomagnetically trapped particles with plasma turbulence

is very selective, in that it is contingent upon a “re sonance” between the

gyration of a particle and the frequency of a wave in the turbulent spectrum

(after one takes account of the Doppler shift associated with the motion

of the particle through the plasma). Thus , different classes of turbulence

are fo und to interact with d i f fe rent classes of particles.

Turbulence in a plasma can be created by various mechanisms.

For example, the injection of a cold (I. e., mono-energetic) ion beam into

a background plasma can easily lead to instability in various elect rostatic

wave modes (e. g .,  Hasegawa , 1975). The consequence of such instability

is the rapid amplification of thermal noise to appreciable amplitude , such

that the beam itself becomes diffused. In the case of ion engine beams,

the question is whether the resulting plasma turbulence can interact re-

sonantly with ring-current or radiation-belt particles. The answer to this

question is not yet known, since beam-plasma instabilities have not yet been

investigated thoroughly in this context.

Another source of instability in the magnetospheric plasma is the

velocity-space ani sotropy intrinsic to ring-current particle distributions.

Since the magnetic mirror point s of r ing-current protons and electrons are

concentrated near the magnetic equator rather than being distributed uniformly

along a field line , there must be relatively more energy per degree of freedom

_  ~~



associated with particle gyration tha n with translation of guiding centers

along field lines. This condition can easily lead to instability in certain

electromagnetic wave modes. The anisotropy of r ing-current electrons

can lead to instability of a field-guided wave with rig ht-handed polarization ,

1. e.,  the so-called “whistler” wave mode. The anisotropy of r ing-current

ions can lead to instability of the analogous field-guided wave with left -

handed polarization. Both instabilities require the wave frequency to

be somewhat smaller tha n the corresponding particle gyrofrequency. Both

instabilities cause velocity-space diffusion so as to reduce the anisotropy

of the corresponding charged-particle species , and so as to reduce the

lifetime of that species against precipita t ion into the earth’s atmosphere

(Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Cornwall , 1966; Cornwall et al. , 1970). More- I
’

over , the unstable ion-cyclotron waves generated by the anisotropy of ring -

current protons are resonant with relativistic radiation-belt electrons

(E ,~~~ 2 MeV) and thus account for the observed precipitation of such elect rons

during the recovery phase of a magnetic storm (Thorne and Kennel, 1971;

Vampola , 1971). It happens that the electromagnetic instabilities noted

here are not effective at ring-current energies for protons outside the

plasmasphe re , since the larger phase ve locitie s attained there require a

correspondingly larger proton energy for cyclotron resonance. Thus, the

precipitation of relativistic electrons is contingent on the spatial co-existence

of ring current and plasmasphere , which occurs only during the plasma-

spheric expansion characteristic of the recovery phase of a magnetic strom.

The electromagnetic proton-cyclotron instability, however , is

likely to be suppressed by the presence of substantial numbers of heavy

_  
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ions such as argon in the magnetospheric plasma (Cornwall and Schulz ,

1971). This means that the major mechanism for the depletion of rela ti-

vistic electrons from the outer radiation belt is likely to be made inopera-

tive by the widespread use of ion engines in space . The present population

of such penet rating electrons is kept in bala nce by the occurrence of several

large magnetic storms per year. Suppression of the proton-cyclotron in-

stability might , therefore , result in a major enhancement of the radiation

level f rom relativistic electrons within a year after argon-ion saturation

of the plasruasphere.

There is no danger that the population of r ing-current protons

would be similarly enhanced, since these are subject to rapid charge cx-

change with ambient neutral hydrogen , as are ring-current helium and

oxygen ions on a substantially longer time scale (Tinsley, 1976; Lyons and

Evans, 1976). Moreover , the addition of argon plasma (or any other type of

plasma) to the natural plasrnasphere would tend to enhance the loss rate of

ring-current electrons (Brice , 1970; 1971). One should not worry about

the development of a charge imbalance in the magnetosphere on account of

modified precipitation rates. There is ample cold plasma in the plasma-

sphere to balance charges through minor modifications of the already weak

ambipolar electric field, as has been included in the model calculations of

the previous section.
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c. Signal Scintillation Effects

The equatorial regions of the plasmasphere and ionosphere , out to

geosynchronous orbit , a re the environment in whi ch satellite communica tion

systems operate . Since modern transionospheric communication and navigation

systems tend to use gigahertz frequencies , the steady modifications of the

plasmasphere , such a s considered above , do not have any marked effect

upon these systems if the plasmaspheric modifications do not involve

density irregularities. However, readers familiar with plasma physics

will realize that it is a virtual impossibility to keep a plasma quiescent.

In the present case of the injection of ion-engine beam-plasma exhaust , the

occu rrence of plasma turbulence is expected since a beam-plasma sy stem is

highly unstable (Barrett et al. , 1972). Therefore , an inevi table fac t -of - l i fe

to be recognized by designers of future large-scale space missions is that

the plasma emissions of the system may interfere with communication and

navi gation sy stems . Since thc magnitude of these interference effects is

substantial, it is fortunate that the effects are also transient in nature

(as fa r as we have been able to determine); hence we expect that it will be

necessary t o coordinate operations with various space systems whi ch depend

on communication and navigation signals to insure their function at acceptable

levels during the large-scale mission lifetime.

The anticipated signal scintillation effects , or equivalently the forma-

tion of plasma irregularities connected with ion eng ine beam-exhaust in the

plasmasphere , can be attributed to two distinct classes of phenomena: a)  the

current-driven plasma instability of the exhaust beam, and b) pla sma dr ift

instabilities associated with the density gradient s of the exhaust plasma. The

former is very intense because the exhaust beam has a great deal of available

free streaming energy ( 500 eV per Ar + ), but the turbulent region will prob - 
-

ably be confined to the vicinity of the space transport. The latter incluth s
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a number of individual plasma instabilities which may occur over an exten-

sive region and at a rang e of natural envi :onmental parameters since the

instabilities are  associated with the diffusion of the injected plasma cloud.

The cross-field current-driven ion acoustic instabilitity has been

observed in beam-plasma devices with operating conditions similar to those

projected for ion engines (Barret t  et al. , 1972 ) , except that the ion engines

will have much higher  beam current . This instability draws its energy from

the free energy of the streaming plasma beam and generates ion acous t ic

waves (density i r regular i t ies)  propagating at large angles to the magnetic

field . These waves have f requencies  well below the electron cyclotron f r c  -

quency and have wavelengths of the order of the electron gyroradius, which

is 30 cm in the ionosphere and is 20 m at 4R E. Since signal scintillation

effects  are most severe when the signal wavelength closely matches the

i r reg ular i ty size , we expect that the 30 cm irregularities of the beam-plasma

instability will cause severe signal scintillation effects at carrier  f requenc ies

of — 1 GHz . Currently, a number of civilian and mil i tary communications

and navi gation systems opel-ate in this f requenc y region .

Drift  instabilities draw their energies f rom the free energy available

in plasma density gradient s and are instrumental in the diffusion of plasma

density concentrations.  Observational evidences of drift -induced density

striat ions are available from numerous plasma injections in the magneto-

sphere rang ing from barium releases to nuclear detonations at high altitude .

Since these instabilities a re  not directly related to the beam-exhaust , but

are related to the plasma cloud after the streaming plasma beam motion has

been randomized , we would expect that rather large areas will be striated.

Further , since the r e is a virtual zoo of dr if t related instabilities, including

those Induced by interaction with the neutral wi rid , the scale sizes of the density
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irregularities will probably be broadband ; although, if the natural equatorial

spread-F condition is any guide , dri ft-induced density irregularities will

probably affect VHF and UHF more severely than frequencies in the gigahertz

range.
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V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Future large-scale space missions, such as the proposed Solar

Power Sa tellite and Space Colonization, will probabl y require deep-space

transportation systems based on the high specific-impulse ion engine . We

note in this paper that the ion exhaust emissions corresponding to the

proposed large payloads required for such missions will introduce basic

modifications in the composition and dyna mics of the ionosphere and

magnetosphere. We identif y some effects that such modifications may

induce upon other space systems such as earth sensors , radiation belt

dosage environment and signal scintillation due to beam-plasma inte ractions.

We find that, because the space environment is tenuou s, there is an inter-

action among such large-scale space systems and other earth-oriented

space systems. The architectural design of such large-scale systems

mus t take into account not onl y the efficient functioning of their pr imary

mi.~~siori obj ectives, but also in te rms of their influence upon the operations

of other space systems.

The nominal Solar Power Satellite orbit t ransfer  mission discussed

in our paper assumes present s ta te-of- the-ar t  ion eng ines whose cha rac-

teristics are summarized in Section II. However , since such missions

may not take place until the beginning of the 2 1st century, we expect that

significant advances in the technology of ion engine s may change the

situation somewhat. For example , if the specific impulse of the ion

engines is increased by say an order of magnitude , then the total amount

of Ar + ion exhaus t will be reduced by an order of magnitude; however,
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the energy of the Ar + ions will correspondingl y be increased (as the

square of the specific impulse) to the orde r of 10 keV. The presence of

such energetic ions introduce entirely new effects upon the radiation belt

particles since the bulk of ions in the magnetic storm ring current is in

such an energy range. As a further  example, it is possible that a hybrid

chemical (L02/LH 2 ) and ion engine propulsion scheme may be used to

speed up the transfer from low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit. Such

a scheme may also reduce Ar+ emissions bu t a new problem of neut ral

oxygen injection into the magnetosphere will be raised. We have not

considered these alte rnatives, but we hope that the necessity to conside r

the interaction among space systems operating in the magnetosphere may

become integ ral elements in the consideration of th ese alternatives .
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THE IVAN A. GETTING LABO R ATORIES

The Laboratory Operation, of The Aerospac e Corporation is conducting
experimental and theoretical investigat ion s necessary for the evaluation and
application of scientifi c advances to new militar y concepts and systems. Ver-
satility and flexibility have been developed to a high degree by the laboratory
personnel in dealing with the man y problem , encountered in the nation ’s rapidl y
developing space and missile systems . Experti se in the latest scienti fi c devel-
opments is vital to the accomplishment of t&.k s related to these problem. . The
laboratories that contribute to this research are:

Aerophy sics Laboratory : Launch and reentr y aerod ynamics , heat tr ans-
fey , reentry ph ysics , chemical kinetic. , structural mechanics , flight dynamics .
atmospheric pollution , and hi gh-power gas ia.ers .

Chemistry and Physics Laborat ory: Atmospheric reactions and atmo.-
ph eric optic. , chemical reactions in polluted atmosp heres , chemical reaction,
of excited species in rocket plume,, chemical thermod ynamics , plasma and
laser-induced reactions , laser chemistry, propulsion chemistry, space vacuum
and radiation effect. on mate r ial, , lubrication and surface phenomena , photo-
sensitive materials and sensor, , hig h precision laser ranging, and the appli-
cation of physics and chemistry to problems of law enforceme nt and biomedicine.

Electronics Research Laboratory : Electromagnetic theory, device. , and
propagation phenomena , including plasma electroma gnetic.; quantum electronic. ,
lasers , and electro-opt ics; communication sciences , applied electronics , semi-
conduc ting, superconducting, and crystal device physics , opti cal and acou stical
imaging ; atmospheri c pollution; millimeter wave and far-infrared technolo gy.

Materials Science. Laborator y : Development of new materials; meta l
matr ix composites and now forms of carbon; test and evaluation of graphite
and ceramics in reentry; spacecraft materia ls and electroni c components in
nuclear weapon s environm ent ; applicat ion of fracture mechanics to stress cor-
rosion and fat igue-induced fractures in structural metals.

Space Sciences Laboratory: A~~nospheric and ionospheric physics , radia-
tion from th. atmosphere , dinslty and composition of the atmosphere , auro ra e
and al rg low; msgnetospherfc physics, cosmic rays , generation and p ropa gation
of plasma waves In the magnetosp here; solar physic., studies of solar magnetic
fields; space astronomy, x-ray astronomy ; the effects of nuclear explosion.,
magnetic storm,, and solar activity on the earth’ s atmosp here , ionospher~, , and
magnetosp h.r . ; the effect. of optical , electromagneti c , and particulate radia-
tions in space on space system..
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